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A helpful handbook with 100+ recipes for bartenders amateur or pro: “Unique concoctions for

casual dinners or upscale holiday events.” —Lexington Herald-LeaderInterest in bourbon,

America's native spirit and a beverage almost exclusively distilled in Kentucky, has never been

greater. There are more brands of bourbon and more bourbon drinkers than ever before. The

Kentucky Bourbon Cocktail Book is a reader-friendly handbook featuring more than 100

recipes including seasonal drinks, after-dinner bourbon cocktails, Derby cocktails, and even

medicinal toddies.The book’s introduction explains how the use of specific spirits and

ingredients, glassware, and special techniques, such as muddling and infusions, accentuates

the unique flavor of bourbon. Much of the book is devoted to recipes and instructions for the

professional or at-home bartender, from classic drinks such as the Manhattan and the Mint

Julep to drinks for special occasions, including the Candy Cane, Pumpkin Eggnog, and

Kentucky Bourbon Sparkler. The authors complete the work with suggested appetizer pairings,

a glossary of terms, and a bibliography of bourbon-related books.
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AuthorsPREFACEby Susan ReiglerA few years ago, when asked to write an essay on bourbon

for a Kentucky travel book, I expressed a strong opinion about how to drink Kentucky's amber

elixir. While it is true that I enjoyed the occasional Manhattan or Old Fashioned, most of my

bourbon drinking took the form of neat or with a splash of water. So I included the following

sentences in my essay:This author is occasionally asked by friends from other states about

popular bourbon drinks. I tend to grow faint at the thought of “bourbon drinks” and must have a

bracer in order to recover.It's never pleasant to have to eat one's words, but having to drink

them is another, entirely enjoyable, matter altogether.Not long after I so strongly expressed my

bourbon sipping views, Jack's Lounge opened. Owned by award-winning chef Dean Corbett,

whose restaurant, Equus, is just next door, its presiding mixologist was, and is, Joy Perrine,

who was hired by Corbett in 1987. Joy, by her own admission, “loves to play with liquor” and

loves using bourbon as a foundation to create new cocktails. She completely changed my mind

about bourbon drinks.I first visited Jack's as the restaurant critic and drinks writer for the

Louisville Courier-Journal. Jack's is a bar for adults. It has upholstered armchairs and leather

sofas. Conversation is the preferred form of entertainment. Every few weeks, Joy invents new

drinks for the customers, many of whom are stalwart regulars. On an early visit, in the spirit of

critiquing adventure, I sampled one of Joy's fruit-infused bourbon cocktails and recognized

genius when I tasted it.Happily, I have been able to sample many more over the years,

including her many prize-winning drinks, such as the Spiceberry, included in this collection. Joy

has been honored with Louisville Magazine's “Best of” award as the city's best bartender.This

book came about because, as an admiring sipper, I asked Joy if she'd ever considered

publishing a collection of her recipes. She responded with enthusiasm. Joy was annoyed that

every bartending guide she'd every come across—and she has an extensive collection—folded

bourbon into “whiskey drinks.” She had long thought that bourbon deserved its own collection

of drinks recipes. I volunteered to help her organize her recipes, and this is the result. It has

been a true pleasure working with her to bring this collection to you.If you are in Louisville and



love a great cocktail, visit Jack's, 122 Sears Avenue, for one of her masterpieces. But if you

can't make it to the Derby City, this book will be the next best thing. Happy shaking, stirring,

and sipping!CHAPTER ONEGetting StartedInterest in bourbon, America's native spirit and a

beverage almost exclusively distilled in Kentucky, has never been greater. Thanks in part to

both the general popularity of cocktails and the marketing efforts of the bourbon distillers, there

are now more brands of bourbons and more bourbon drinkers than ever. Even in New York,

where the Manhattan is said to have been invented (using rye whiskey), when you order the

hometown cocktail you'll be asked which bourbon you want in it.Of course, the main reason

bourbon is growing in popularity is that it tastes terrific. The dominant flavors in the whiskey,

which must be distilled from a mixture of fermented grains containing at least 51 percent corn,

are caramel and vanilla. Depending on other factors, such as yeast strains, proportions of

barley and rye or wheat, and aging time, you may taste honey, toffee, citrus, and more—even

chocolate. Not surprisingly, with the interest in bourbon, there's also an interest in how to drink

it.In addition to the snifter-worthy bourbons that are becoming popular as after-dinner libations

in high-end restaurants, bartenders around the country are having fun finding new ways to mix

the whiskey. It's obviously natural that a bartender who lives in Kentucky, where almost all

bourbon is made, would be at the forefront of bourbon cocktail creativity.Coincident with

renewed interest in bourbon is a trend toward home entertaining, and that's why we've written

this guide. It contains more than 100 of Joy's recipes, organized into chapters by drink genre.

They range from her versions of the classic bourbon cocktails, such as the Old Fashioned and

Mint Julep, to her trademark infusion drinks, many of which are among her award-winners.If

you're wondering about the concept of mixing bourbon with other ingredients, know that

infusing bourbon with a variety of flavors has a long Kentucky history. Look at nineteenth- and

early twentieth-century cookbooks and you'll find many recipes for punches and cordials using

bourbon. Of all the bourbon served in Kentucky bars today, at least half is mixed with

something. Coca-Cola, Diet Coke, ginger ale, 7UP, and club soda are the most popular mixers.

I've just gone further and used all kinds of ingredients to mix with Kentucky bourbon.Also

included here are seasonal drinks, dessert drinks, and of course Derby cocktails. One chapter

is devoted to “guest” drinks from my friends and colleagues. We have also provided

suggestions for small bites to serve with your cocktails, as well as a glossary of bourbon

terminology and a short list of suggested further reading about bourbon and bartending.While

many bartending guides include some bourbon cocktails, none has the range of drinks

presented here. Joy has concocted simple-to-make recipes for the home bartender. Here's how

to do it:EQUIPMENT NEEDEDShakersStandard shaker made of stainless steel, orBoston

shaker, which has a stainless steel top half that fits over a glass bottom half or a drink glass.

(Most home bartenders find the standard shaker easier to use.)It is very important to have a

large shaker with room for lots of ice; smaller ice cubes make a better drink and together

should take up only about half of your shaker's volume. In the recipes that call for shaking,

don't just tip the shaker back and forth. Shake vigorously. Be enthusiastic! The object is to chill

the ingredients thoroughly, not to dilute them with melting ice. If your shaker frosts up, you are

doing it right. Although professional bartenders may not use a towel, you'll be more comfortable

holding the shaker with one during this process.Measurers4-ounce measured shot glass8-

ounce standard glass measuring cupStrainerTools for the home bartender. Left to right: bottle

opener, strainer, muddler, metal bar spoon, channel knife, zester, and wooden bar spoon,

arranged on a wooden cutting board.Hawthorn bar strainer, flat, with a steel coil.You can find

these in any kitchenware shop that carries bar supplies. The strainer fits over the rim of the

glass. Pour the chilled contents of the shaker into the glass.MuddlerA small wooden pestle



used for crushing fruits or herbs and “muddling” them, as the name suggests, with water and/or

sugar.Long-handled SpoonGreat for stirring pitchers of drinks. Have both metal and wooden

spoons on hand.Zester/Channel KnifeThe gizmo you use to get twists of fruit peel, such as

lemon or orange.GlassesMost of the recipes in this book call for either an Old Fashioned (also

called rocks) glass or a Martini glass. A few need other types. The following icons indicate the

glass required for each recipe: Old Fashioned Martini Tall Hurricane Champagne flute

Wine glass Shot glass Stoneware mug Pint beer glass Punch cupOne other technique

that you'll come across in some of my recipes is that of floating, or layering ingredients on top

of one another. This requires no special equipment but takes a little more practice and a lot

more finesse than shaking. The basic method is to hold a teaspoon, bowl side down, over the

glass and slowly pour a thin stream of liquid over the back of the spoon so that it dribbles over

the spoon edge and gently settles on top of the liquid already in the

glass.INGREDIENTSGarnishes and Other IngredientsYou'll find a variety of these in this

book's recipes. Always buy the best quality available. The basic ones are:Red maraschino

cherriesOrangesLemonsAngostura bittersBourbonFeel free to use your favorite bourbon, but

just so you know, my Bartender's Dozen bourbons, those I use most frequently in my cocktails,

are:Basil HaydenBlantonBuffalo TraceEvan Williams Single BarrelFour Roses Single

BarrelJefferson ReserveJim Beam White LabelMaker's MarkOld Fitzgerald PrimeOld Forester

86 proofPappy Van Winkle 15-year-oldWild Turkey 80 proofWoodford ReserveI hope you'll

enjoy using my recipes for Kentucky bourbon cocktails at home. I created these drinks to be

fun and easy to make and to taste good. I have specified certain brands in my recipes because

they make the drinks taste the way I want. If you use those specific labels, your cocktails will

taste most like the ones served at Jack's. In recipes I entered in contests sponsored by

particular distilleries, I obviously used their brands of liquor. But don't let that inhibit your

creativity. Just as you should feel free to use your favorite bourbon, feel free also to use your

favorite brands of mixers and other ingredients and to play with a recipe and make it your own.

If it's too sweet, use less sugar. Too sour, add a little more sugar. Too strong, add a little water.

And certainly, if you don't like it straight up, drink it on the rocks. There should be a little magic

in every drink you pour, too. That will be your pleasure in mixing and serving good drinks to

good friends.Finally, I have a request based on many, many years of bartending. Please enjoy

my creations responsibly. Drink in moderation and please, please, do not drink and

drive.CHAPTER TWOInfusionsIn this chapter, you'll be introduced to infusions, since the

recipes here and several in later chapters (but certainly not all) call for infused bourbon. You

might want to browse through the recipes, find which ones appeal to your taste, and start with

one or two infusions. You'll also find here lists of garnishes and other ingredients for most of the

drinks in this book.Infusions are really quite easy to make. You are simply introducing a new

flavor or bringing out a flavor already present and making those tastes pop. Kentucky bourbon

is ideal for infusions because so many complex flavors are already in the whiskey. Sometimes

these flavors just need some help to stand out and shout. As fascinating as the flavor changes

brought about by infusions are, the color taken on by the liquor may be even more interesting.

Depending on what you use to infuse it, the brown liquor can achieve a rainbow of colors as

well as flavors.Most infusions take about three days of steeping to develop their full flavor. At

the end of that time, the bourbon is strained off, bottled, labeled, dated, and put in the

refrigerator. Some infusions will keep for years. My infusions are made to sell at Jack's—and

they go quickly—so I'm always both infusing tested recipes and trying new ones.I use fresh,

ripe fruit and clear glass jars so I can see what's happening during the process. I love to use

fruits in season and tie in holiday flavors when possible. The difficult part comes when I'm



satisfied with the infusion. It's now time to invent the cocktail using the infusion as the base. But

this is also a lot of fun.Many factors go into creating a cocktail, including flavor (sweet, savory,

or spicy), the season or special event (such as Christmas or Derby), and the overall character

of the drink (refreshing, light, warm, comforting, exotic). Try to think outside the bottle and

inside the glass.Next comes the garnish—simple or over the top—and then, finally, the name.

Your cocktail creations are a little like your children, and they need to be named.EQUIPMENT

NEEDED1-liter bottle of Kentucky bourbon (of your choice)Clean, clear 2-gallon or 1-gallon

glass jar with a plastic lidPitcher (glass, half-gallon)Vessels. Left to right: large standard shaker,

mesh strainer with coffee filters, lidded jar for infusions, Boston shaker, small standard shaker,

and glass pitcher for punches.Mesh strainer that will fit over the top of the pitcherCoffee filters

(Mr. Coffee or Melitta No. 4)Long-handled wooden spoon
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The Bourbon Bartender: 50 Cocktails to Celebrate the American Spirit, The Big Book of

Bourbon Cocktails: 100 Timeless, Creative & Tempting Recipes, Bourbon Curious: A Tasting

Guide for the Savvy Drinker with Tasting Notes for Dozens of New Bourbons, Bourbon: The

Story of Kentucky Whiskey, How to Be a Bourbon Badass, Buffalo, Barrels, & Bourbon: The

Story of How Buffalo Trace Distillery Became The World's Most Awarded Distillery, Tasting

Whiskey: An Insider's Guide to the Unique Pleasures of the World's Finest Spirits, Bourbon:

The Rise, Fall, and Rebirth of an American Whiskey, The Kentucky Bourbon Cookbook, Barrel

Strength Bourbon: The Explosive Growth of America's Whiskey, Bourbon Empire: The Past and

Future of America's Whiskey, Bourbon Mixology: 50 Bourbon Cocktails from 50 Iconic Bars,

The Complete Whiskey Course: A Comprehensive Tasting School in Ten Classes, Kentucky

Bourbon Whiskey: An American Heritage, Bitters: A Spirited History of a Classic Cure-All, with

Cocktails, Recipes, and Formulas, The Birth of Bourbon: A Photographic Tour of Early

Distilleries, Kentucky Bourbon Country: The Essential Travel Guide, Apéritif: Cocktail Hour the

French Way: A Recipe Book, Handcrafted Cocktails: The Mixologist's Guide to Classic Drinks

for Morning, Noon & Night, Bourbon Is My Comfort Food, Whiskey Women: The Untold Story

of How Women Saved Bourbon, Scotch, and Irish Whiskey, American Spirit: Wild Turkey

Bourbon from Ripy to Russell, Bourbon Curious, Death & Co: Modern Classic Cocktails, with

More than 500 Recipes

RSB, “Great Book - Kindle Edition, caveat emptor.. Although published in 2009, this book is a

bit outdated since a new breed (and new/different barrels) of whiskeys is emerging. Look at

the Whiskey Bible - a book by Jim Murray updated yearly. Moreover, why would anyone want

to mix true bourbon like Pappy Van Winkle?For example, the book has a recipe for "Preston

Van Winkle's Old Fashioned" that requires mixing Van Winkle Bourbon with an orange slice

and two brown sugar cubes soaked in bitters. I don't know about you, but if I have a bottle of

Van Winkle, I'm not going to contaminate it with anything except a little mineral water to open-

up the flavor. Still, old recipes call for this so it may work for you!If you are going to mix

bourbon with something else, this is the book for you. The book urges you to think differently

which is a huge plus for a whiskey collector who may want to try something new. I like that the

book gives kudos and offers thanks to the various recipe contributors.I like the recipe for
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"Woodford and Ginger" that calls for Woodford Reserve bourbon, simple syrup, lime juice,

ground ginger and club soda. It's very tasty.I rate this five stars for historical content, recipe

variation and creativity. I also rate this five stars for price (around $12 a the time of posting);

although, the Kindle Edition is almost as much as the hardcover book ($11). Come on, get

real. Digital content for the price of a hardcover? I'm tempted to deduct a star for this, but am

not since this is a one-of-a-kind book.I did purchase the Kindle edition despite the price and

the pictures look great while the text runs over from page to page - almost like the formatting is

askew (iPad, Touchpad and Android tablets). That is, the text starts in the middle of the first

page and is continued on the next page with a lot of white space wasted at the top of the first

page. If the white space were not at the top of the first page, the entire recipe would exist on

just one page causing less manual page turns. My friend has the hard copy version and the

print is perfect - the entire recipe residing on one page.Suggested recipe improvement: Rye is

also coming back to the forefront and while this book is about bourbon, it would be nice to see

more recipes that includes rye, as well.Nevertheless, if you are looking for a gift for yourself or

for someone who loves bourbon, this is a great purchase. I would recommend the hard copy

version as the Kindle version needs some work across all hardware platforms tested (see

above). I'm disappointed in the digital version and wish the publisher offered a refund so I

could get this in hardcover without paying twice for the same content.***Update - 11/20/2011

*** After reading this book on the new Kindle Fire, the formatting is no better. Had high hopes,

but to no avail.  Still disjointed and sloppy in a digital format.”

L T, “Five Stars. Great book and a great gift to give to anyone who appreciates Bourbon!!!”

Rbison, “Bourbon Cocktail - "What you don't drink it straight?!". Given as a gift. Great book for

the Kentucky Bourbon fan.  Nice job, Ms. Perrine.”

Daymond Talley, “Great coffee table book. Interesting drinks. This has drinks that I had not

imagined with bourbon. I recommend this to bourbon drinkers. You will like it.”

Fred, “Variety. A compilation beyond the ordinary. A great selection of recipes beyond the

ordinary.  Something new something old.  Well worth the cost.”

Megan, “If you love bourbon, you need this book!. Wonderful, easy-to-follow and inventive

recipes for bourbon. I love the infusion ideas and can't wait to try more! If you do the spice

infusion, don't skip the coffee filter straining step. It takes a LONG time, but it's necessary to

remove all the spice particles. Love this book!”

Nancy P. Olson, “Five Stars. Love it. So many wonderfull recipes.”

J-Bird, “My new favourite book :). Being a gent who enjoys a good whiskey sour cocktail I

decided it may be about time that I tried some other whiskey (Bourbon in particular) based

delights. I took the plunge on this book (Not that it was expensive, although the amount of

alcohol I ended up buying was). Well worth a bash as there are a number of really enjoyable

cocktails in here. I would recommend saving up a bit first so you can invest in plenty of

ingredients though :) Oh and maybe some time off work ;)”

The book by Joy Perrine has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 74 people have provided feedback.
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